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ABSTRACT
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In recent years, cloud native computing, which involves the deployment of scalable applications enhanced with containers, microservices, and serverless functions, has been actively studied to
maximize its efficiency, flexibility, and economic feasibility. In this
regard, studies on the security of the cloud native computing environment have been conducted. Among various studies on the
security of these systems, moving target defense (MTD), which
is an area of research that blocks various security threats in advance by actively changing the main properties of the protected
target to deceive attackers, has been actively studied and developed. However, cloud native computing is highly dynamic; it is
difficult to apply MTD technologies that actively change static system properties. Therefore, a software-defined MTD framework was
designed for easier application of MTD technology to the cloud
native environment. In this study, the user-defined adaptability of
the software-defined MTD framework was implemented, and it
was verified that the properties of the target service were changed
according to previously defined mutation properties.

In recent years, cloud native computing, which combines container
technologies and microservice architectures in a cloud computing
structure, has been recognized as an excellent technology to maximize the efficiency, flexibility, and economic feasibility of computing
processes [7, 19]. As such, studies on the security of cloud native
computing environments have been actively conducted [8, 9, 20].
Because cloud native computing maintains the initial system properties, attackers may be given enough time to obtain information required to analyze the vulnerability of the target system. To mislead
the attacker, research and development of moving target defense
(MTD) systems are being actively conducted, which is a method
that proactively blocks various security threats by actively changing the main properties (e.g., network, platform, runtime environment, software, and data) of the protected system [12]. In particular,
among various MTD technologies, network-based MTD technology is known to be very effective because it can reverse the attack–defense asymmetry by making the first reconnaissance step
of the attack difficult. As a result, this technology is emerging as a
very effective defense technology [23].
Cloud native computing can provide high efficiency compared to the
existing cloud by combining container technology and microservice architecture [14, 21]. However, it is difficult to apply MTD
technology to a highly dynamic cloud-native environment as it
changes the main properties of the system in which a target is operating. Furthermore, there is a limit to the applications of existing
MTD technologies due to the interactions between independent
microservices in the cloud native environment.
Therefore, in this study, the requirements of a software-defined
MTD framework were derived to facilitate the application of existing and future MTD technologies. First, this framework should
easily accommodate and consider current and future MTD studies. Second, the administrator must be able to define the mutation
elements of the system to be protected, and they must be able to
actively redefine the mutation elements according to the situation.
Third, the software-defined MTD technology should not be dependent on a specific system but must be compatible with and possess
the ability to be used in various systems. Based on the derived
requirements, a software-defined MTD framework consisting of an
MTD repository for a deployable MTD, a mutation master module
for user-defined adaptability, mutation connector module for an
interoperable MTD, and a designed mutation agent module.
Among the software-defined MTD frameworks designed using an
effective defense technique (a network-based MTD technology),
the accuracy of user-defined adaptability was verified. A dashboard
was developed for verification, and the Apache service was used for
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the accuracy verification of user-defined adaptability through the
dashboard. As a result of this verification, it was confirmed that the
properties of the service change according to the defined mutation
elements, network class, and hopping cycle. Furthermore, it was
confirmed that the request was not made to the existing IP and
ports after the mutation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes the background knowledge and presents the limitations of
existing studies through the analysis of MTD-related studies. Section 3 describes the derivation of the requirements for and design of
a software-defined MTD framework. Section 4 verifies the accuracy
of the proposed framework in terms of user-defined adaptability. Finally, in Section 5, the conclusions of this study and future research
directions are presented.
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or scans (e.g., reconnaissance attacks). The MTD can be classified
according to the system properties, as shown in Figure 1 [17].

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, background knowledge on the cloud native environment and MTD technology to which the software-defined MTD
framework is applied is explained, and the existing research and
development MTD technology is examined. Thus, the limitations
of existing studies are presented.

2.1
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Background

2.1.1 Cloud Native Computing. In recent years, cloud native computing, which combines container technologies and microservice
architectures in a cloud computing structure, has been recognized
as an excellent technology to maximize the efficiency, flexibility,
and economic feasibility of cloud computing processes [13]. Compared to virtual machines (VMs), containers require fewer system
resources to execute services, demonstrate faster startup times, and
provide excellent input/output (I/O) throughput [16]. At the same
time, by packaging the application code and the property of dependency together, container management platforms (e.g., Docker [16]
and Kubernetes [3]) can provide a consistent environment for application development, testing, and production [4]. Because of these
properties, containers are not dependent on any particular environment and can be operated in various environments. Microservice
architectures can make the target system very efficient by reducing
unnecessary resource use because the entire application does not
have to be scaled out for specific and load-intensive services. In particular, because resources can be allocated and scaled out according
to the properties of a service, efficient resource use is possible [2].
2.1.2 MTD. MTD technology prevents various security threats in
advance by actively changing the main properties of the protected
target system (such as the network, platform, runtime environment,
software, and data) to reverse the attack–defense asymmetry [22].
In 2009, the Networking and Information Technology Research
and Development (NITRD) program explicitly emphasized the concept of MTD because it can utilize existing resources to increase
effectiveness and efficiency [10]. Since this time, the MTD research
community has been formed and has attracted attention due to the
approach it utilizes, as well as its advantages [5]. The objective of
the MTD research community is to increase the uncertainty and
complexity of the system for the system attacker such that the
chances of target identification (e.g., vulnerable system elements)
are reduced, as well as to increase expenses for initiating attacks

Figure 1: Apply MTD to cloud native environment

2.2

Related Work

2.2.1 Random Port and Address Hopping (RPAH). Luo et al. [15]
proposed a mechanism that constantly changes the IP addresses
and communication ports for unpredictability.
2.2.2 Random Host Mutation (RHM). Al-Shaer et al. [1] proposed
a mechanism that assigns a virtual IP address using low-frequency
mutation (LFM), which actively changes the range of the virtual IP
addresses for the protected target system. High-frequency mutation
(HFM) is also utilized, which allocates IP addresses within the virtual
IP address range specified by the LFM.
2.2.3 Decoy-Based MTD. Clark et al. [6] introduced an approach
involving the use of numerous decoy systems to prevent attackers
from targeting the actual system. They also proposed a method to
change the network addresses of the decoy systems along with the
system network.
2.2.4 Host IDEntify (HIDE) Anonymization. Jafarian et al. [11] proposed an additional honeypot cloud operation to the RHM model
proposed by Al-Shaer et al. [6]. A mechanism was proposed to
prevent attackers from identifying the network properties of the
target system. The honeypot cloud and the attacker’s target system
are located in different networks, and if suspicious traffic is found
through the MTG in the external network, the proposed system
redirects the corresponding traffic to the honeypot cloud.
2.2.5 Ghost MTD (gMTD). Park et al. [18] proposed a protocol mutation mechanism using a previously shared one-time bit sequence
(OTBS). Only users who are aware of the protocol variation pattern
can communicate with the service module of the server system.
Other user messages are redirected to the decoy-hole module to
mislead the attacker’s successful system penetration.
Among various MTD technologies, network-based MTD technology is one of the most effective defense methods. Analyzing the
existing network-based MTD technologies reveals limitations when
these technologies are applied to actual systems. First, it is necessary to implement additional functions and introduce systems for
each MTD technology. With the development of MTD technology,
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each time a newly researched and developed MTD technology is
applied, the implementation of the additional functions and introduction of a new system are very inefficient. Second, it is difficult to
apply MTD technology to a system because of the dynamics of the
cloud native environment. In the case of existing MTD technologies,
only the interactions between the user and the server system is
considered; the interactions between independent microservices is
not considered.
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3.1.3 Interoperability of MTD. The MTD technology defined by
software is not dependent on a specific system and must be compatible with and able to be used in various systems. The system should
be able to apply and manage various MTD technologies defined by
the software.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED MTD FRAMEWORK

In this section, the software-defined MTD framework requirements
are derived, and the software-defined MTD framework is designed
based on the derived requirements.

3.1

Derived Requirements

3.1.1 Deployability of MTD. The existing and future MTD studies
and technologies should be easily accommodated and applied to the
cloud native computing environment through the use of softwaredefined MTD.

Figure 4: MTD technology developed in a specific system can
be used in various systems

3.2

Figure 2: Deployment guarantee through MTD Repository

3.1.2 User-Defined Adaptability. The administrator must be able to
define the mutation elements of the system to be protected, and they
must be able to actively redefine the mutation elements according
to the situation. In addition, the user can define a valid range for
the defined mutation element, and the mutation element must be
continuously changed according to a certain period or a randomly
defined period.

Software-Defined MTD Framework Design

3.2.1 Design for Ensuring MTD Deployment. The framework should
be designed such that existing and future MTD technologies can
be easily accommodated and applied in cloud native computing
systems. To achieve this, the MTD technology that will be applied
to a module performing mutation on various mutation elements is
software-defined and stored in the MTD repository
3.2.2 Design for Ensuring User-Defined Adaptability. The manager
should be able to define the applied MTD technology, effective range
for the mutation elements, and mutation cycle. To achieve this, a
dashboard was developed through which the MTD mechanism
to be applied was defined via a mutation master module, and the
effective range and mutation cycle for mutation elements were
defined. Furthermore, the MTD technology defined in two modules
between the service user and the protected target system (mutation
connector module and mutation agent module), the effective range
for the mutation elements, and the mutation cycle are transmitted
to enable continuous communication.
3.2.3 Design for Ensuring Interoperability. The software-defined
MTD framework should not be dependent on a specific system and
should be compatible with different types of systems. To this end,
two modules (a mutation connector module and a mutation agent
module) are deployed between the service user and the protected
target system. As a result, the software-defined MTD framework
applies and manages the MTD technology stored in the MTD repository existing in each module.

4
Figure 3: Module management through Mutation Master

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT

In this section, the accuracy of the user-defined adaptability of the
proposed software-defined MTD framework is verified. For verification, a dashboard is developed and an experiment is conducted.
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hopping cycle. Moreover, it was confirmed that the request was not
made to the existing IP and ports after the mutation.
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Figure 5: An example of software-defined MTD framework

4.1

Implementation

The accuracy of the proposed MTD framework in terms of userdefined adaptability was verified through network-based MTD technology. For verification, a dashboard was developed, and the features of this dashboard are:
• To define mutation properties (including the mutation elements, network class, and hopping cycle) of existing networkbased MTD technologies
• To evaluate the situation and status of currently operating
services
• To evaluate the results of applying the MTD and the corresponding logs through a terminal

Figure 6: Dashboard of mutation master module

CONCLUSION

In recent years, cloud native computing, which combines container
technologies and microservice architectures in a cloud computing
structure, has been recognized as an excellent technology to maximize the efficiency, flexibility, and economic feasibility of computing
processes. However, as the dynamics of cloud native computing
are increased due to the container technologies and microservice
architectures, it is difficult to apply MTD technologies as an active
defense mechanism. Therefore, this paper presented a softwaredefined MTD framework to easily apply existing and future MTD
technologies to cloud native computing environments.
The proposed software-defined MTD framework is composed of
an MTD repository, mutation agent module, mutation connector
module, and mutation master module.
The MTD repository stores existing and future MTD technologies.
The mutation agent module and mutation connector module are
located between a user and a service to accommodate the MTD
technologies targeting various system properties. They enable the
mutation of various system properties without being dependent on
a specific environment. The mutation master module enables the
system to be deployed within a valid range of system properties,
and it can actively change the system properties by considering
limited resources.
Among various MTD technologies, network-based MTD technology is one of the most effective defense methods. The accuracy
of user-defined adaptability was verified using a network-based
MTD technology. A dashboard was developed for verification, and
accuracy verification of the user-defined adaptability of the Apache
services was performed using the dashboard. The results of the
experiment confirmed that the properties of the service changed
according to the defined mutation elements, network class, and
hopping cycle. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the request was
not made to the existing IP and ports after the mutation.
Future studies should be conducted concerning the implementation
of the proposed software-defined MTD framework, measurement
of overhead (which occurs when the framework is applied to a
cloud native computing environment), and accuracy verification of
this framework.
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Experiment

4.2.1 Experiment Environment. Experiments were conducted using
a server equipped with an Intel (R) Core ™ i7-8700 and 32GB RAM.
For this experiment, a virtual machine consisting of 2 vCPUs, 4.0
GB RAM, and Ubuntu 18.04 LTS was created.
4.2.2 Verification of User-Defined Adaptability. Using the developed dashboard, the accuracy of the user-defined adaptability of
the Apache service was verified. Through the dashboard, after inputting Seed for IP and Port mutation of Apache service, network
class selection and mutation cycle were specified. The results of the
experiment confirmed that the properties of the service changed
according to the defined mutation elements, network class, and
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